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SOVIET DEPENDENCE ON SPACE SYSTEMS' 

SUMMARY 

This memorandum examines the missions of the most. Important So
viet space systems. It identifies the tasks those missions support, 
assesses the USSR's dependence on those systems, and assesses the deg
radation of Soviet capabilities if the system were not available. Also 
examined are the Soviets' defense of their space systems and the pros
pects Foi their interfering with those of the US. 

The USSR's space effort is directed toward three Iwoad applications: 
those having scientific arid national prestige value, those relating to 
economic activity, and those support ing military and intelligence op
erations. The latter comprise the great bulk of the effort and this memo
randum assesses the degree of Soviet dependence on them. 

Three out of four Soviet satellites in the past several years liave 
been associated with military and intelligence activities. They per
form a variety of missions in the areas of intelligence collection, com
munications rday, navigation, weather, geodesy r and radar calibra
tion. In addition, the Soviets have developed a satellite interceptor 
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that can be placed in orbit, We have identified one or more military 
or inteuigence tasks to which these space systems contribute. These 
tasks m turn support the operations of military forces either direct))' 
Or through the national-level decisionmaking apparatus. 

Dependence and Degradation 

Soviet dependence on these satellites is assessed in terms of the 
availability of non-space substitutes for the missions they perform or 
the support they provide, Insofar as a space system is the only means 
of performing a particular mfesioo or providing support, Soviet de
pendence is fudged to be correspondingly high. 

Also assessed is degradation, ijt.t the reduction in capability to 
perform specific tasks that the Soviets would suffer IF these space sys
tems were rendered unavailable. Dependence differs from degrada
tion because there axe satellite! for which the Soviets have no substi
tute, yet we believe their absence would have little impact on Soviet 
capabilities to perform' the particular task." 

Judgments about dependence and degradation are provided for die 
present and for the period ten years hence, and are applied to three 
situations: peacetime, crisis., and conflict. Three levels of dependence— 
i-cd high, moderate, and low—and three- levels of degradation— 
severe, moderate, and slight—are used. They are summarized in Table 
1. Tt shows that at present the Soviets are highly dependent on three 
of their space systems; those that perform orbital intercept, photo
graphic reconnaissance, and radar calibration missions. The table de
picts estimated increases over the next ten years in Soviet dependency 
on space systems for electronic reconnaissance, radar ocean recon
naissance, and the detection of missile launches, 

Increased dependence on future versions of Soviet electronic and 
radar ocean reconnaissance systems stems from what are likely to be 
improved technical characteristics for target discrimination and faster 
response time. The high-altitude system for detecting missile launches, 
which we project, will represent a new capability that wiH extend re
liable warning of missile attack by some ten minutes- By 1085, Im
provements in communications satellites and an expected substantial 
increase in the number of their military gscrs will lead to increased 
dependence on them despite the continued expansion of alternate 
means of communications. High accuracy and faster response times are 

>|[ ihmilJ bo net*d tint titt ttdtl to fcbfdi til? jilellifei rnntribute m ™H Kqurflr at 
Uic time HiipfjrUiim <n vjluc in * jfvea iiruMion. It h beyond the jeepe oi ihb nvmanajvii) 
ED usifin cr1iti*e valued tti llir rt1«fJ"Qrti ef nonmuMnce *v[ni cunniuitEnttai w n i ( tuvigi-
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characteristics of improved navigation and meteorological satellites 
that w i l l lead to increased deprndence in conflict should alternate 
sources of this support be denied. 

In terms of degradation, the table shows that the impact would be 
severe i f the capabilities of two of the Soviet space systems were not 
now available, Le., those for satellite interception and photographic 
reconnaissance, The assessment for the satellite interceptor is based 
on the lack of non-nuclear alternatives far performing its mission. The 
assessed level of degradation the Soviets would suffer through the loss 
of their photographic reconnaissance systems stems from the diverse 
tasks they support. 

By 1935 the degradation which would occur i f the Soviets Lost 
their photographic reconnaissance systems would be even greater 
than today due to expected improvements in the capability and flex
ib i l i ty o f those systems. In connection witJi the loss of the satellite in 
terceptor. the possibility that the Soviets might use ground-based lasers 
to attack satellites is the basis for lowering our judgment to moderate-
to-sevene levels of degradation. The loss of the projected high-altitude 
satellite? for detecting missile launches would Severely degrade Soviet 
capabilities to react to warning of missile attaefch despite the existence 
of their long-range radar systems. Mew reconnaissance, communica
tions. and navigation systems with more rapid response time wil l sup
port mi l i tary tasks In crisis or conflict; loss of these prospective new 
battle-management capabilities is reflected in the increased degrada
tion levels shown in the table.!" 

- 3 
Sytlem Oefentet 

The USSR almost certainly understands the requirements and tech
niques for the defense of its space systems. Soviet interest In defending 
its space systems stems from the Soviet perception of US antisateLlitc 
research and development and the development of the USSR's own 
satellite interceptor. The satellites already have at least some inherent 
protective capability by virtue of their technical design features, such 
as bulky and thick-skinned construction, and maneuverability. The 
use of mult iple spacecraft and a capability to launch backup satellites 
rapidly affords other means of coping with the loss of a satellite! 

3 



L J 1 1 * * Soviets also may judge that their satellite interceptor 
provides a measure of deterrent protection. For existing, or follow-on, 
space systems the Soviets could add various t y p e of defensive meas
ures at arty t ime£ . . , 

Nonrnterferenee Prtripacfr 

The USSR has participated in de facto, mutual nonintcrfereoce with 
all space systems for years. The Soviets gradually muted their position 
that space reconnaissance was contrary to international law as their 
own capability expanded, as detente progressed, and especially after 
the signing in 1972 of the strategic arms limitations agreenaentsL The 
Soviets probably do not regard US non-reconnaissance, military sup
port .satellites as "national technical means" of verification protected 
by the provision; of these agreements. They have long reserved t h * 
option to interfere with direct broadcast satellites, and while they have 
toned down their subsequent discussions on this issue since 1072, their 
position apparently ha* not changed significantly, 

Short of preparation for a conflict involving the use of Soviet and 
US forces or what they believed to be US action against their own 
satellites^ we believe it highly unlikely that the Soviets would inter
fere with any US military or intelligence-related satellites in the fore
seeable future. We believe that the degree of Soviet dependence on 
space systems we have forecast for the neit ten years is not by itself 
high enough to deter the Soviets from interfering wi th US satellites 
in the face of other compelling reasons to do so, A Soviet decision to 
interfere would depend on a host of other factors, notably on Soviet 
estimates of the overall political costs, of how much and for what 
purpose the US relied on its own satellites, and of die US ability and 
wil l to respOnd-

Increased Soviet dependence on space systems, however, probahly 
wil l increase Soviet incentives not to interfere with US satellites and 
to inter into explicit non-interference agreements. Nevertheless, we 
think it unlikely that the Soviet leadership would find acceptable an 
agreement covering alt space systems. In particular, we doubt that the 
Soviets would agree not to interfere wi th direct broadcast satellites. 

i 
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DISCUS5ION 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A, Overview of Soviet Spoce Systems 

1- Since EEs inception, die USSR's spaas profjain 
has grown bo encompass the usa cf satellite systems1 

for a broad range of military and nonmilHary 
applications upon which the Soviets have become 
increasingly dependent, [(a program can be broken 
down into three groups cf activities; that which 
provides scientific information and create* ninona! 
prestige, thil used lor direct economic benefit, and 
that which supports military or intelligence opera
tion!.< This memorandum focuses on Soviet depend
ence on space System! that support military or 
intelligence activities. 

B. The cult of the USSR's efforts in space— 
based on the number of satellite! and variety of 
uses—is in .support rjf military or intelligence opera
tions, Three out of every lour Soviet spacecraft 
launched in the past four ycais or so have provided 
direct or indirect support foe such operations. The 
Soviets regularly devote a significant part of their 

* A lareOil* tyiwrn Includes the utellllex l l a n i f l w , uWr 
f rauiMl riJitrinl, dilo pnKeuIflf cental, tint EUH-lrthJ cum* 
nujiflicalkEU ]uik|_ 

' See NIC | 1-l-tJ, "Soviet S ^ i n ftuawinn," TCS 489084. 
73, 20 rjecenibe* ISTSv and Anon C K> NIC IJ-3/1B-T+, 
"So-irt F a r m for tale ram ([(Mill! Conflict Trucmh lh* 
Mid-1980s," TCS 8SHHJ-74\. H November I 9 K lor turHiei 

space effort to collecting iiileltlgenoe with photo
graphic and. electronic satellites. Th*y are also 
beginning to use radar ocean reconnaissance satel
lites for intelligence purposes, Another area im
portant to the Soviets is sp»W conuntuicatlonf sys
tems for the command and control of military 
and intelligence operations. Additional space efforts 
in suponrt of military of intelligence activities in-
dude:£ 

~\ meteorological satel
lites for collection of weatfter data for operations 
worldwide, geodetic satellites for the contribution 
tliey make in JnvprOving the accuracy of hallisrie 
missile^ and satellites for exercise and calibration 

I jfo^ t ic Soviets also have an opera
tional orbital interceptor, although it has not heen 
flown since bue 1971. 

J- The number of Soviet military and intelligence 
related space launches per year grew rapidly in tha 
1960s, then leveled off in the ISTDs. We expect 
(hut the present level of launch activity will remain 
approximately stable for the nest year or so, The * 
>:unrbcrof JjunrJicr may then decline as the Soviets 
come to rely upon satellites capable of more time 
in orbit, of performing multiple missions, and of 
more efficient or direct recovery of data tJiey 
collect. 

A, Jn most cases, a specific space system per
forms one mission of Significance that supports a 
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vjnety of specific uses „ (asfe. F o f example. a 
photographic rccortnainmes system that eollnrts 
high-resolution imagery aid* in the verification of 
agreement, „n , [ r a B e g i c v ^ p ^ ^ m n M -m 

analysis of foreign weapon systems, 

fl- Concepts of Dependence ond Degradation 
5- T D assess th* Soviet "dependence" on their 

military or Intelligence space system*. we con-
Srdcred the availability of substitutes for the func 
tknij they perform or the support they provide 
Wo alio assessed trie 'degradation*—that ts, (J* 
reduction in capability to perform specific tasks 
if the various space lyiterus were not available, 
This study doe* not address such other important 
aspects ^ satellite replacement costs or the re
sources necess^Ty to replace a space system's 
Capability. 

ck We have established throe levels ol depend
ence—high, mediate, and low—'and Ulcer appro*!.-
mately correspondiog levels of degradation—sevei 
moderate. and slight f «e Table 3 J. Insofar as 
space system is the only menus of performing a 
particular mission ov providing support, for ex
ample, Soviet dependence is judged to be high. 
There is not. however, a one-to-one correlation 
between: the assessed levels of dependence and 
degradation. There are *pace systems for which 
the Soviet: have no substitute, yet the absence of 
the space systems would create little impact on 
Soviet military Or inteuigencc capabilities.. (For 
example, see the discussion of radar calibration 
satellites on page S3*) 

T. Tliis memorandum does not' address specific 
scenarios: in which various space systems are, or 

CVfJC. 

wcaiTd be. employed. Instead, we define three gen
eral sEtuStiOrt! as follows: 

Fttticttiitvs—Soviet military forces at a normal 
alert status Jipd no crisis or conflict ekbb for the 

ussn, 
Crttis—A period of tension in which Soviet 

military forces ,trc in an increased state ol readi
ness, such as in the 1973 Middle East war. (Use 
of the orbital satellite interceptor, by definition, 
would create a erisb situation and might lead to 
conflict.) 

Conflfcf-—Mou-nuclear or nuclear warf.irc In-
votving major Soviet military forces. 

In a given situation, the tasks to which the space 
systems contribute are sot necessarily of the same 
importance or value, It is beyond the loope of the 
study td assign relative values to reconnaksance 
versus wrnrnunicatfoiu vertu* navigation, and sc 
CO. 

8- The evaluation of dependence and degradation 
depends to a great estent on our understanding 
of the role and effcctjveneu of non-space substi
tutes. In some cases, there is more than one type 
of sulutitute, since a single space system may con
tribute to several military or intelligence activities 
or tasks. Centrally, the substitute would be ground-
hated—for example, high fxecjuency communica-
tiens 1 inks are a substitute for communication satel
lites. But the substitute for a Soviet space system 
could also be a non-Soviet space system—.such RJ 
US navigation and geodetic spacecraft 

9. Our understanding of Soviet capabilities to 
provide Substitute for current space systems, and 
hence our judgments about dependence and degra
dation, are made with fair confidence overall. Our 

Hifi 

t * i - , 

Table 2 

LeveEs of Dependence and Degradation 
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confidence is greatest in the judgments concerning 
those Sirviet space systems in -which the dependence 
is high and/or the degradation ii severe. - For «*• 
ample, we are certain that the Soviets are highly 
dependent on satellite systems for photographic 
reconnaissance of areas denied to Soviet personnel 
or aircraft Overflights. We are ]«s certain about 
OUr evaluation of those space systems that per-
form tasks few which (he Soviets have a broad 
range of substitutes, such i f for their comrnonica-
tions satellites. 

Id- Moreover, cur assessments apply to an as
sumed situation in which Soviet space systems, as 
well as the alternate ways of performing the tasks. 
remain intact and Operating; in a manner most 
reasonable for the situations of peaoerima, crisis, or 
conflict We hdnr assessed each type oF space 
system independent of the other ones. 

I I , Tor 1935, our confidence in our judgments is 
lower than for today. Ow assessments are based on 
the expected technical characteristics of Soviet 
spioe systems, as -well ss on our estimates of likely 
Soviet policy about the uses of Spats systems, 
Obviously, boll* Of these factors are subject to 
change during the Jicat ten years. 

Fl. SOVIET SPACE SYSTEMS-DEPENDENCE 

AND DEGRADATION 

12. Our discussion of Soviet Spice system; is 
'irganLied according to functional categories: weap-
*n i , intel licence collection. Communications. nava! 
support (for navigation.), meteorological, geodetic, 
and calibration. Within each category, the discus
sion of each space system covers its function and 
uses. Soviet dependence On the system, and the 
degradation in Soviet military capabilities which 
would result from lb loss (see Tabic $ For the 
uses or tas-lij supported by Soviet satellite systems). 

A. Weapons—Satellite Interceptor! 

13- fti the late W&k and early 1970s, the LTSSR 
developed and tested an antisatellita (ASAT) syj. 
tem employing an orbital interceptor which destroys 
satellites with a non-nuclear kill jnechaoiini, Seven 
intercept tests were conducted and five were suc
cessful, including, the last four. The system appar-

cntry achieved a full operational capability at Ty-
ufatam after the hut test In December 1971/" 

The system has demonstrated (he capability to" 
intercept targets at altitudes up b> 550 m l when 
launched by the S L l l booster—the booster d m 
uses the SS-9 ICBM as the i l m two stages. With 
this booster we believe the system is capable of 
intercepts at up to ZJSW rail altitude. 

14. The Soviets have also demonstrated a. ca-. 
pability to perform some of the Orbital operations 
required to intercept a satellite in geostationary 
orbit. We therefore believe the Soviets could tom-
hine the orbital Interceptor cf Iheir present ASAT 
system with the large booster (used to launch 
Soviet geostationary Jtttelu'tei} and thus attack geo
stationary spacecraft They lave not conducted any 
tests of such a combination, and we therefore do 
not believe the Soviets now have an operational 
capability for this purpose. 

15. The Soviets may believe tl»eir orbital inter
ceptor serves a deterrent role vis-a-vis the US. 
It therefore wttl serve estefltLalty two purposes-
deterrence in addition to its actual intercept/at
tack rola. Neveithehsss, we judge the USSR's de
pendence on its Orbital interceptor to be low in 
peacetime (see Table 4} since a number of ether 
factors contribute to deterring the US from inter
fering with Soviet space systems, The associated 
degradation is sight. In crisis or conflict, the Soviets 
have no other way to fully replace the interceptor's 
capability; therefore die dependence is fudged to 
be high. As a potential alternative to the orbital 
interceptor, Soviet antiballLstic missiles armed with 
nuclear warheads could be used to ittjcl: satellites 
up to about SfW rrm, Depending on their character* 
istics, however, both US and Soviet satellites would 
be vulnerable to the effects of a nuclear explosion 
in space—even at very long ranges. In due course. 
the Soviets may be abla to disable most low-atriludc 
satellites with the large, probable laser system 
at Sary Shagan * Thus, by 1365 the USSR's overall 

* 5tc "Sn*iit CijHbdili™ In Deifriop Strategic Lucr 
System*.*- I f lhrapnt* Intelligent* Fttpurt. TCS fflMTu-IS, 
February IOT5L 
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dependence on orbital interceptor satellites and the 
degradation in capabilities resulting from Its loss 
would hlery be reduced somewhat. 

B. Eniellicjence * " * 

17. The USSR has been Involved longer with 
Space systems to collect inrclugenc* data. than' 
with any other type having military jrnportance. 
Photagiaphk reconfiaitsa-nce satellites t»ere fint 
launched In 1962. Dedicated satellite! for elec
tronic reconnaissance appeared in 1667, Also id 
1967 the first ffijjht tests occurred In a satellite 
program that by 1972 Itad evolved into a radar 
ocean fecortnaissanoa system. In. 1972 the Soviets 
began flight rejtj of a satellite that may lead to 
some type of surveillance from high-attitude orbits. 
And In 1974 the Soviets befan flight tests of two 
types of reconnaissance satellites to acquire in
telligence data una™ rapidly. 

Photographic Re«jnnaii5£jrn;e 

18, Photographic rccannaisance is the single 
™«t active Soviet Space activity in terms of number 
of launches- Annually there are about 30 of these 
satellites launched, and each has a normal lifetime 
or 12 to 13 days. Such frequent launches provide 
some flexibility because the Satellites. can he placed 
Ifi orbits suited for specific targets. These satellites: 
operate in the perigee range of olMlO run. One of 
these spacecraft I j almost always in orbit and in 
many instances two or three satellites are in orbit 
a,t the same time, 

lft The Soviets have t w j operational photo
graphic reconnaissance systems. One contain? a . 
low-resolution tamer* with an estimated resolution 
of 1 to 15 fcaL Thl* type of satellite is used in 
'search1" missions: to look for targets and also to 
obtain Coverage of large areas for mapping. The 
second type tarries a highrresobtion -Camera iys-
tem. with an estimated resolution of 3 to 5 feet, 
which enables identification of most strategic tar
gets and determination of imne technical charac
teristics, Its primary use is for "spotting" missions— 
photographing targets whose existence and loca
tion are known. 

SI, The photographic reconnaissance Syrians are 
used to cover target* important for Soviet military 
planning and to monitor developments (n crisis 
situations. [^ 

Moreover, the Soviets have demonstrated severaT 
times their capability lo launch} 

_t)hotographic-i fiftinnaissance ul^llitcs on 
relatively short notice. During the 1373 Middle 
East war, for example, su satellites were launched 
over a period of 17 days, Tha special raisshms 
during this period had short lifetimes, generally 
about su to nine days, due to the need for more 
timety data, 

22. The Soirietf used their fpnee station, Svlyut 
3, to test the feasibility of—and gain experience 
in using—manned satellites for intelligence colloc-

ao.£ 

There Is good evidence to associate Salyut 3 w i tF 
manned reconnaissance Activity^ however, its M M * 
capabilities And Soviet uitejttions for the use of 
Such satellites are not htown, 

23. In [ Jl974 the Soviets tho tested the Erst 
of a. new type of immuned satellite from which 
capsules, or "buckets," were deorbiiodT 

10 
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lechiiii 
the Soviets Introduce this 

bucket recovery technique operationally, H will 
allow them additional flexibility, They could, for 
example, recover some satellite HWagery without 
having to end the spacecraft's miulJQn. [fi addition, 
the Soviet: might not have to launch as many 
spacecraft to achieve a flow of data comparable to 
that obtained by current system*, 

SA. We expect evolutionary improvements in So
viet photographic teeorrnaisiance systems incSv4ing 
changes to their present high-nsordticni system 
which will permit Operation Is lower Orbits 'with 
more precise attitude control. We believe their 
objectives fair this system will be to achieve resolu
tion oi about One to two feet ami to obtain better 
coverage and response by recovering Imagery in 
buckets. They probably will also improve the recon
naissance sensors on Salyut-class spacecraft. We do 
•tot believe, however, that the Soviets will develop 
a visible^requertcy, near-real-time system wild mod-
cratc-to-high resolution before the early to mtd-
1 9 M K because of limitation* In sensor lechnoldgy. 
data handling, and image display, 

25. Lacking such a near-real-tune imagery sys
tem, the Soviets might choose to develop a (iniiied 
optical reconnaissance system in which imagery 
data arc stored on boaid the spacecraft And trans
mitted to tite ground periodically when the satellite 
is over the USSR. Retrieval of some imagery data 
would be much more rapid than with the present 
technique of recovering the entile spacecraft or hy 
recovering several buckets /nam a single satellite, 
However, the number of frames of data which could 
be taken between each retrieval woutd probably be 
limited because of restrictions in data storage In 
the spacecraft and in. the tune available For trans
mission of data to ground stationj-

Electronk Reconnaissance 

SB- The Soviets have electronic bitdligciice 
( E L I N T ) systems H I three types of operational 
spacecraft to collect information on the location 
and characteristics of land- and shrp-uased radars. 
Because of the major differences between these 
systems, we refer to each U a 'generation.* The 
earliest ELfNT coBoctor developed b the early 
LEMfo h stlQ In use and is carried on W-rHoluKan 
photographic rteorinaisunee sareilLtes. There are 
10 to 1£ Fights of this first-generattart system per 
year- each one normally is 12 days in length|~ 

A"* 
ELJNT paylood apparently is recovered together 
with the photographic capsule. The short orbital 
lifetime limits the usefulness of these vehicles to 
spot chectting or sampling selected radars. 

r i 

L J 29- A Second-generation ELfNT ivstaoi, (ir*t 
launched in 1967, is a nonreco^Crablc iateQite 
designed specifically for electronic lecoisfiaijjance, 
Some 25 of these spacecraft have been launched, 
and the Soviets maintain an active network; of four 
to su of them simultaneously. In orbits about 
230 nm high.LT 

'fO'j txi'jooi-re-

high.LT


r T 1 

L J 35. b litr 1974, the Soviet* lituiched (he (bit 
satellite in what we suspect is a development pro
gram of a new electronic recorniaLssanoe HEteHile. 
Only Iwfl launches haw* occurred so far. The first 
satellite was placed into an orbit about MO nm 

L J 
32. Beginning in isle 1970, (he Soviets launched 

An advanced ELINT system—a non-recovcrtblc 
satellite designed specifically for electronic reooD-
naissHncc. Eight of these third-generation satellite! 
have been orbited, and Che Soviets: recently estab
lished a network ot three active spacecraft These 
jpacecnft, in Orbits tbout MU nrt I i igl i£ 

33 r " 

3 

36- Soviet ELINT satellites: Appear ID be used 
primarily for operational support rather thin tech
nical inilyiii.T" 

• 3 we think the satellite* wen? designed to provide 
Operational support for military ronoes. 

\1 
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37. The Soviet! will lilrth- IUB their second- and 
third-generation EL INT satellites for sevend more 
yean, They may make additional improvements 
In themT~ . . 

3 
Radar Ooeen. Reconnaissance-

38, A flight test program far a Soviet radar ocean 
reconnaissance satellite wis under way in 1967. 
The objective appears to have been the develop
ment of a spaocbomc, active radar system for de
tection of targe Surface chifd. Fourteen launches 
have occurred in this progr*m and the last seven, 
twinning in late 1872, have carried the radar 
senior, These satellites use an orbit about 140 nm 
high and observe * narrow Area of the ocean. 

3 
3°. In mid-19174, the Soviets launched two radar 

ocean reconnaissance satellites inn) ooplmar orbits, 
indicating one posslhle patten for operational de
ployment. With two satellites in that orbital ar
rangement, po'tloni'of the ocean * t middle ladtvdes 
can be covered daily, and overlapping coverage 
e*n be obtained several times a day at high lati
tudes, Such a deployment does not provide enough 
coverage by itself fox monitoring worldwide ship 
deployment, It does offer, however, a limited capa
bility to determine some ship locations and to' cor
relate such data with that obtained by other means 
of intelligence collection,. 

4ft £ 

^suggests drat die program is operated 
by the air defense organization (PVO Strang), 
While PVO Stnny would be concerned with the 
location of aircraft carrier! as part of the overall 
threat to die USSR, the Soviet Navy would have 
the primary operational interest in data collected 

by the satellita system.^ 

^ T h o Navy, and even Long Flange Aviation, 
would be interested In receiving such data to sup
port other reconnaissance mission* and the target
ing of antiship weapon*, such as the SS-N-3 or the 
SS-NX-liL We doubt, however, that the Soviet* 
would commit antiship weapons solely an the basis 
of data from their radar ocean reconnaissance satel
lites, since die data are not adequate for target 
Identification, Data fiflm a radar satellite pre
sumably would be collated with other information 
for targeting antiship weapons, 

42, We expect the Soviets will develop an im
proved radar .ocean reconnaissance satellite some
time within the rtett five years. The improve
ments more than likely will include the radar. 
We also might see a more etftmive network of the 
current type of satellite!, especially if their low-alti-
hide lifetime can be ertanded signify ntly beyond 
the 70 days seen so Far, The Soviets place great 
emphasis on the US naval tbm.it, paitdcutarly the 
carrier task forces, and attach considerable import
ance to detecting, tracking, and targeting such 
forces, A more capable radar satellite would contrib
ute significantly to this objective. Development of 
an improved system appears to be possible with Cur
rent Soviet technology ID space and radar systems, 
and could be aHOmpfehed by the late iSTJtJs. 

Surveillance by High-Attitude Satellite; 

43- Of the several types of satellites which die 
Soviets have in high-altitude orbits, mast are used 
for oommimicaticpj relay. We are not aware that 
the Soviets an using airy of their high-altihide satel
lites for intelligence: collection. The USSR does not 
have a Space system to detect missile launches op
erational today, but we expect such * system to be 
in use in lflBS, The fright lest program for such a 
system appears to ba under way now. 

4i. In fete 1972. the Soviets began Right testing 
satellites that eventually may lead to a high-altitude 

n 

tbm.it


Strategic surveillance system. The first four satel
lites w e n launched in highly cJIipticil orbits that 
reach, an Altitude of M,000 run cvtr the middle 
latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere. The" latest 
one is in a geoftatinnary orbit drifting westwArri 
towards Africa.I 

these high-altitude satellites are operatecTby PVO 
Sbrany. While We do not fully understand the mis
sions of these satellites, the more likely possibilities 
are the detection of missile launches and nuclear 
detonation* and/or meleorological and atmospheric 
research. 

45. The Soviets are capable of developing and. 
deploying a spacehome early warning Syrian, con
sisting of several satellites in high-alb hide orbits 
to provide nearly complete coverage of US IGf iM 
lau-rtcb areas. We think the Soviet! have svffkieiit 
interest in such a space System, and we know they 
have experimented with appropriate oquipinjerLt.r 

T ° y iSSS the Soviet* are 
lively to develop a mEssUe-JaJUnCn early -warning 
satellite, using infrared sensors for detection during 
the boon phase, 

46- To provide worldwide, real-tone data essen-
tinf to a GompFehensiYtt early warning system, the 
S(Hets would require some type of data relay 
capabdity. This most likely would be acntcvetl 
through an addition*! ground station in the Soviet 
Par East, although a lateUlte-ur-satellile relay Capa
bility is mnoeivable. The Eovi-ria ought choose to 
deploy an early warning satellite system to cover 
those dose-in SLBM launch aims near Europe at 
an initial step before they ha** the data relay 
Systran. In any case, a spacebanur early warning 
system would provide a* much as IS minutes more 
warning than Soviet early warning radars, A Space -
bomc early warning system would provide only 
about five minutes more warning than an ovur-
tha-hori^on detection system, such « that under 
construction i t Kiev and KomsorooTsk, assuming 

that lis rale it detection of 1CBM launches. The 
satellite system, however, should be significantly 
mors reliable. 

Photographic-GcOphylkoE SdittllilH 

47. A series of satellites launched dining the 
past three years apparently ColtcCtx b*sie mapping 
and geophysical data having military/[ntdlsgeciir; 
value. The satellites operate in orbits about 120 nm 
high acid carry a low-rcsofotioft that pro
vides extensive coverage of land areas and polar 
ice fields, I 

3 
Dependence and Degradation 

4& It is, of course, recognised that mtclligtacc 
information, for whatever purposes and for what 
ever uses, is collected by a variety of Soviet re
sources, In addition to space reconnaissance tyf-
tems, support for basic intelligence activities is 
provided by public Information, human sources, 
and nun-S&lettit* S ICINT of several types, as wall 
as sir and naval recoimaiisince. fit most cases, 
non-Space resources provide more voluminous, 
amounts of data. And somctnnes non-space col
lected data have a greater impact or are more 
timely-^especially for irrtermediate and low-level 
commands. We are confident, however, that the 
Soviets use satellites for intelligence coUecbJou be
cause they are a Soviet-controlled; independent, 
and reliable way of oorToboratuig; information. 
gained from other sources. Moreover, by their 
nature, space systems are capable of providing 
intelligence collection <tn a global- basis, particularly 
Against remote or denied targets. Of equal impor-

n 



Umtc, such latettites tfln help verity that certain 
unreported events have not <r» fact occurred, 

49. [D general, the tasks perforwd with data 
from Soviet intelligence collection satellites change 
with the escAlation from peacetime lo erf*!*, ta well 
is with a transition from crisis to conflict. The 
emphasis on the tasks change! too. In peacetime, 
for example, Soviet photographic reconnaissance 
satellites catted data that assist in the detailed 
analysis of foreign weapons systems. Li crisis Or in 
conflict, fuch a task is of lesser importance, Simi-
lady, Soviet electronic reconnaissance satellite; col. 
Icet data from the radars of US suffice BhEps.f* 

50.1 

51. Considering afl of &eae facton—Ihe diverse 
space systems, the variety of tSiVa they support, 
the alternative sOiutec and tha changes In data 
heed* aod uses which, occur undct difiereut COndi-
tionsi—wc judge that the USSETj dependence on 
lhe*e spacecraft causes fioni low to high (see 
Table 5 ) . Highest dependence is on photographic 
reconnaissance systems during peacetime. 

52, [n * peacetime environment, Soviet space 
™llection systems primarily support tha activities 
of basic intelligence- and warning and the Verifica
tion process for kireroitiona) agreements. As *rt 
example, support for verifying the compliance of 
the US and other nations with inLernatiOrtAl agree
ments—such at faf strategic i rmi limitation, mutual 
force reductions, and nuclear nonprclifeotian— 

also is provided by open source material, human 
reporting, 5FG1NT, and (in some limited carcum-
stances) air reconnaissance, Satellite pliOlygiaphir; 
reconnaissance of US 1CB-W end AflM facilities, 
however, undoubtedly is the only continuously re
liable method of data collection available to the 
Soviets to verify the 1972 Strategic Arms Limita
tions Agreement?. Although the Soviets would re
tain some capability to detect violations of Inter
national agreements without space reconnaissance 
systems, the USSR probahly is more reliant on these 
systems for this function than for any other. 

T*Me & 

Esllnaled S**Ie< Dependence JD^rtutalitn.' Intelligence CoH«U(m Systems 
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53. [n • Crisis or conflict environment, space re
connaissance systems primarily support threat anst-
ysls—identifying and locating enemy forte* and 
ttsseSlihg their readiness; Photographic jweontnais-
sance satellites become somewhat less important 
for thus activity thin they were for verifying inter
national agreements. In contrast, although the So-
vice; upgrade their other source] of data, depend* 
ence on thetf electronic and radar reconnaissanas 
spacecraft rises because the alternate Collection 
methods arc expected to be less effective.^ 

3 
54. Between now and 1865 we expect that the 

improvements in axis ting intelligence collection sys-
bams will result in greater dependeojoe. These Im
provements ST* likely to embody broader ajiea cov
erage, more frequent coverage <f any given 4r*a, 
more precise data, and faster recovery of the in
formation. In addLdon, because rtHI-»pace alterna
tives Are likely to be less abln tliln now to match 
the performance of improved space systems, the 
Soviets »ne i«orv likely to view d i t * from intelli
gence collection satellite*—is wall as the m « of 
such dat*—i-S essential. 

55. We Judge that the USSR would experience 
degradation in capabilities today ranging from 
slight to severe if intelligence collection spacecraft 
were not available. Degradation would be iKajpast 
for the photographic nramnaitttnee systems. In 
19o5, wc expect that the degradation the Soviets 
wotild experience would be greater than for today 
for all of these system! except for that of the pho-
topFri|iliic-BTeopbyslcal satellites, 

C Communications fielny- SytteiM 

56. During the past five years the Soviets have 
greatly expanded their use of satellite system* to 
relay communications. Not only art flew systems 
emerging for this purpose, hut the older ones are-
being used In new ways, Both real-time * r 4 store/ 
dump-relay techniques are novr used by Soviet 

•res aaMBf-re -"**p 

satellite*, The real-time satellites arc publicly an
nounced as relay systems and given tames iq the 
McJnlya scries. Tbr t t types (Mrjlaiya 1. Molniya. 2, 
nnd the new Molniya 3 ] art hi rrlgh-flltihide, IE-
hour orbits, and a fourth type {Molnfya 1-S) is in 
a. geostationary orbit. The start/dump BataDltei art 
not identified as having a relay mission and are 
given Cosmos names; They use low-altitude orbJtJ, 

3 
Molniya 1 

S7. Molniya Is arc the oldest of the real-tihie 
relay satellites, first launched in early IMS. Mol-
aiya I satellites use- * hlfjri-altitude orbit, and the 
spacecraft it visible to the USSR for nearly [en 
Injurs at a stretch. MolrUya Is have become a major 
national communications relay system. Each Mol* 
niyi 1 has a limited relay Capabuity—for exvnple, 
a two-way carrier capable of W telephone channels, 
or a single television channel. This 1 united capacity 
requires the USSR (0 have a large number of active 
satellites. M present then axe at least, eight avail-
ahEc for use, 

SSV Molniya I satellites art used etterttivelyfoe 
several types of high-level, military support^ 

3 
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3B, In the past year or JO, mobile terminals for 
MoLniya L Midline. have been identified with units 
supporting Soviet front and possibly theater com
mand*. This deployment, still in its cldy states, 
probably wiE[ eventually e*rend to all Soviet front 
and army commands. t~* 

3 
61- The Molniya J system uith mobile ground 

terminals Is bistl er suited overall to fill the require
ment for communication! support of dtaater forces 
than other modes of oonuBgnEcatiOn presently in. 
use, Soviet theater force commanders have badi-
tiort_3.ll)' relied on high-frequency radio, multiehafl-
nel radio relay tyjrems, and landliries for command 
and contin. commvnEcatiOiit. Use of the Molniya 1 
satellites—-4 reliable, high-volume system with good 
signal quality and a high data transmission rate— 
will significantly increase die command communi-
cations capability of theater force:. Moreover, MoJ-
niya satellites will be Instandy available should 
landlinc or multichannel systems be disrupted ftr 
overloaded., as has happened during crises and 
natural disasters. Similar problems would be « t 

peeled as theater forces move forward during oorn-

« bat openb'oa* and landtlue and mutticlunnd *yi-
ts Hani ocramc c.itcjided, The nlEabfltty of satellite 
n- commuiiicatjnn- under these cOir&iJon. would be 
s, virtually unaffected, 
11 ^C 

2 
Mofolya 2 

63, The Soviets began O launch satellites in the 
Molniya S Series in late 1Q7I. Mdriiv. fl represents 
a potential tenfold increase in relay Capacity over 
Molniya 1. but aj far ti*s shown only about' twice 
the capacity. These satellites use orbits identical 
to Molniya Is. Typically, only four Molniya 2s 
appear to be active. The Soviets are oontiimtrtg to 
launch both Molniva Is. and Es, suggesting; that 
both will be in use for several more years. 

$ . . In the last three y ears the Soviets tisvo shifted 
the bulk of their DDmmurucatJons for non-military/ 

P J h> Molniya B spacecraft. The 
tiata routinely relayed now on Moiniyi & are tele
vision lud GO-chami*], common-carrier communica
tions. Use of these satellites extends into the Inter-
Sputnik system (the Sovietspomcred counterpart 
to Intelsat), with operations] ground Stations in 
Cuba. Poland, CzetiiDslovaliU, and Mongolia. 

Molniya 3 
65, In late 19H. the Soviet, bunched the first of * 

new type of Molniya satellite—Molniya 3, Only one 
Other has been launched so far. These satellite. 
use an orbit similar to tie other two types oF Mol
niya. Although we are not ytt sure, they appear 
to have double the relay cap-dty of the MolnEya t. 
We have not seen Molniya 3 spacecraft used opera
tionally, although the Soviets indicated they will 
be used for the US-Soviet Houme. 
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Molniya I S 

CS, There are also two spacecraft in the Soviet 
EfusstatitKitry Communications satellite program, 
both launched in 1ST4. The first was an engineer
ing rest of the booster and satellite propulsion units, 
The second Satellite, named Malniya 1-S, was posi-
tinned over the Indian Ooean. r 

J W c do not krtow the satellite's present status 
or its actual relay capacity, 

Fltlur* Dovelopmeflr* 

67. Between now and 1985 we expect [hat the 
Sowers will introduce follow-on, real-time com-
ttrankaticHU satellites with improved capabilities. 
These Improvements wiQ include technology ad
vances, such. as a larger camitiunicatioiu capacity 
and marc powerful relay signal). This should make 
use of these systems more' convenient and, in the 
military arena, more available to loner echelon 
than is the case today. These new users may cm-
ploy Small, fairly mobile equipment. We sire 
likely to see the Soviets install equipment for the 
use of Communication* satellites into a variety 
of mobile weapons systems—jtn^h as surface ships 
and aircraft. Moreover, by Hue early IDSOs we 
expect mat geostationary relay satellites will be 
phased into operation and will cany the bulk of 
cnQitftry cOfnrnunicatioQj to ground stations in the 
more remote areas of the USSR. 

AS. We expect operational use by ]965 of t com-
munlcatsOfu relay spacecraft thai Can support the 
relay of data from Soviet intsllEjreD.ce collections 
systems, cither through SflteUite-to-satelllte relay 
or through an intermediate ground Station. We 
think the Soviets would derive Considerable bene
fit from a satellite system that conducts uteHite-
to-satcllite data relay. TIIES could allow the Soviets 
to relay data from reconnaissance, early warning, 
Or ocean surveillance Satellites to due USSR Or lo 
military' forces outside the Soviet Union, in real 
time* We doubt that present So viet communications 
relay satellites aie capable of such a cask The So
viets rqight be able to introduce and start testing 
such a spacecraft in the late 1970s or early IfllJOj, 

89. The key element Iq our assessment of So
viet dependence on communications satellites is the 
growth in users, lifts of Mohiya. latsDitet for 
mihtaryT " 3 * 1 * **perted to en
large partly with the 'inbnoducnon of many more 
terminals at lower echelon! of command. Also, be
tween now and 1985 we project the availability of 
a multf-uter Molniya which w£U pennf! direct two-
way traffic with mobik users. This may be avail
able now for certain sensitive applications, such 
as ballistic missile submarines. Other likely initial 
recipients of terminal would be command and 
control ships, bombers, reconnaissance aircraft, and 
airborne command posts;' 

70; As a result, by 1*35 the USSR wtD. be using. 
communications relay satellites much HWit widely 
than today, fnr both nuLlitjiTy/inticlligence and civil
ian purposes. This will aspedalfy br the case in the 
Central Asian, Siberian, and Far Eastern areas of 
the USSR and for communications with naval unite 
at sea. 

71, W c judge the USSR's dependence nn all of 
the Molniya spacecraft today to be low during 
peacetime, crises, or mnHictj (fee Tabie 6). The 
functions and uses of these satellite?—to provide, 
reliable lelabvely high-capacity means of conunu-
oicatioos to the Soviet government and military 
commands—also are performed extensively (hut 
bv no rrttaru completely duplicated) by individual 
non-space systems. These artarnitjvv Systems in
clude high- and W.frequency radio, UndLLne and 
microwave radio relay systems, and a variety of 
troposcatrer networks. At present, non-Space means 
• f COflliriunicacions relay probably could fulfill basic 
Soviet inilltiry/irttEUjgcnce requirements in peace
time, Crises; or conflicts. The Soviets apparently 
have adequate redundant tneajis i>f communicnions 
so that the loss of any one. while caiuiiig consider
able initial confusiaai and delay, would not seriously 
damage their capability to conduct essential affairs 
of state or to prepare for and conduct miHtAry 
operations, 
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7E, By 19B5 the expected laldlftc developments [ 
and growth in usage will k i d to increased depend- 1 
ence of military ujsirj on space communications. * 
This u*itl be the case especially if automated data 
support systems far command and control.—which 
require considerable channel capacity*—are put into 
use as v>a anticipate At the jam? time. however, 
the Soviets now have 1 policy to maintain key 
military communications redundantly so that criti
cal command and control nets can be leconstitutea' 
in case any one. means were lost. The Soviets will 
probably be unable-, however, tD maintain Redun
dant ground-based systems ivEth capabilities equal 
to future satellite systems- Trtercforc; wc Expect 
Lhfiir dependence on Molniy* oomnqu.niCiUu:u sys
tems will increase to a moderate leveL 

TO, We judge that the USSB would suffer only 
slight degradation in military capabilities today if 
the Motniya spacecraft iwerc not available. In 1985, 
we expect that degradation ja their capabilities 
from lass of Molniya cornmunicatEocs will rise to 
a moderate leveL 

1 

Store/Pump Satellites 

74. In Addition to the Moteiya type of sateulteij 
tha Soviets have orbited two types of satellites 
which store and subsequently retransmit] 

~]Borh 
sets of satellites use low-altitude orbits. About E5 

of these satellite? are maintained for use: at any 
t ime , r 

L J 71ft. We judge the USSR's dependence on these 
spacecraft today and in lBffi to be k w acnJss the 
board (see Table g}. Generally, there are alternate 
ways of providing conuiiufpeaSoiE. such u high 
frequency or commercial service atthaugh they 
may not always bo a* timely. Similarly, wo judge 
lldt the USSR would suffer only slight degradation 
i( these spacecraft were not available, We think 
the Soviets could easily use other means. 

l'J 
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thetc (pwecraft sjcfiwc iit (sparate crbdtat network* 
about 5S0 nm high. A/tar A long oVvefopmSnl * °d 
testing phiM, tie *eri« cf tirst-generattaa satellites 
b w m e available for tua in the «rty 1BTO*. The 
Sovirti generally kaep a netivorli of. thr*t of thfiso 
sitelHtej active at one lima. S«r»nd-seaeiatiOn sit-
i:l]Ltti wen fint leninthsd in ]a|« l&tt, Four fcave 
been orbited » far. All air active at ptttefil, and 
appear 10 be untfergoiflg tes* 4T"' evaluation. 

r 1 

L 
D. NovoF Support Satellites ( N o v a t i o n ) 

A3, A Soviet tsteliite program da provide nsviga-

• Lionel JtipjKsrt to naval entities K u 0 « n activa 

since late 1&C7.1 There now i f * two geaantknu of 

r i ?n 
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» . Stuart of conflict, the na ta t ion support fun*-
lion of these spacecraft more than Kkely can. ! » 
replaced today, t v m far batHitlc missile sub
marines. Other meant which the Soviets use for 
rliis purpose Are celestial navigation (weather and 
atmospheric conditions permitting), bottom can-
tour navigation, urn! probably the US navigation 
satellites and (he US Lf lEAN radio navigation 
beacons. In conflict, these substitutes will not per-
form th* navigation support role as well as the 
naval support satellites. They are nql a* convenient, 
*jiet In. some cases are not « reliable or secure. 

1_ fly iSflS the USSR probably will have intro
duced follow-on satellites intended to include an 
ejrtremery »«Mrite navigation capability to support 
follow-on or new strategic offensive weapons, such 
as replacements projected far the SS-rJ-6 and the 
SS-N-ft. Moreover, if the Soviets try to develop *is 
air-launched ballistic missile or i strategic cruise 
mfssfla, they would probably require a precision 
navigation sateilita which might be ahle to- update 
the missile's guidance system dijHrtg flight. 

36. We |udee the USSffs current dependence 
on these spacecraft for navigational support to be 
low, except En conflict situations (see Tihle 7 ) . 
Dependence in conflict is judged Do be moderate, 
Tn 19B5, we espect this dependence to remila basic
ally unchanged, except that in a conflict situation 
Soviet dependence on much-improved naval jup-
port satellites will becomfl rrlgh and tha associated 
degradation will be moderate-to-severe, 

E, MetEqrolocjicojl 

91. The Soviets orbited their first "MaLeor-

weftlher satellites in 13B9 tiler several ycari of 
testing. t o e satellites still have certain' UI:L1 I jHons 
for collecting weather data, iocluding a iislalEvely 
low orbit (now i t about SOD dm), an optical system 
with a relatively narrow fidd of view, and a limited 
picture storage and transmission capability-' T N i 
has required multiple satellites to provide timely 
global coverage. The Soviet! keep about eight 
wealhar-coElcction spacecraft active in orbit simul
taneously. Each his an instrument package con
sisting: of several radiarneteci that yield data on the 
heat balance of the earth, tnd television. and infra
red scanners that provide cloud cover information 
on the earths daylight and dark portions. In 1971. 
the Soviets modified lief* meteorological satellites 
to permit real-time transmission of toiiajery. 

9 1 [a addition. to normal weather forecasting, 
the Soviets also could use the data from these 
satellites eo-

— improve weather data transmitted to ships 
arid Other out-of-area stations; 

Table 7 

Estimated Soviet DepciiiieBte/Pqjmdfl/inii- Naval Support Satellites 
(For NavigalioD) 

criiiii Conflict 

Itrs Low/ai^L liy-t3KiH KvirftulSiit^-Uaiimi 
LaSJ LurlSLfHt La-'IStit'n lfl£W>f»4l'»*t-$™™ 
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— optimize the targeting of photographic recoh-
aaissanca satellites; 

— provide post-striLe verificatian of nuclear 
vfeapon detonations: . - -

— monitor i « p*eks and floes. 

If this capability wav linked to ground And jatet-
lite oomrnuDicariori networks, the Soviets could 
also provide information in sear realtime ID So
viet jsditary urilts and ships On * global bask. 

93- Soviet officials have. described a future three-
tier meteorological satellite program, The three 
tiers apparently are to- consist of • low-altitude 
manned Space station, * irieoVum-altihide satellite 
(similar to the current Meteor satellite:). and * 
system of geostationary satellites. Wa believe the 
Soviets u # -proceeding with this program, and 
they could have it in use by the late lOTOs.' The 
low- and medium-altitude satellite* could hive Im
proved sensors. c 

94, Recently the Soviets launched (he first of a 
new family of weather BateHiJtcs named Meteor 2. 
We know little about this satellite at present, but 
expect that it is an improvement over the earlier 
Meteor .spacecraft, and that it will be port of the 

three-tier system. 

95. Wc judge the USSR's dependence on these 
spacecraft today to be low except In conflict situa
tions^ where the dependence ti assessed to be 
moderate-to-high. (see Table 6 ) . We expect this 
dependence to remain basicalhr unchanged. Meteor
ological spacecraft can provide the Soviets data on 
weather conditions around the world, p&rt:m]«Ly 
on cloud cover. Ignorance of such conditions could 
adversely affect the Soviets air and sea operation*, 
as WBL as use of their own photographic recun-

fl A Sand high-attitude jmJbJlJCe p-cof^ini, ifcciugEd IIXTVE 
an juat 13. msy be «t*tcd to ihu effwt. 

TABLE 5 

Estimated SavieE DepGnderjc-e/Dc/:rad*lkjrr 
MUcwjIigkail $4tdutei 

F«crtans Crirli CenflkA 

1*75 . . . Uw/SILght Lnw/3Hfi1it ModHmte.HicV 
MoOYrnlr 

llJtto . . Low/Slisfii Low/flight High/Modern 

r g j MJOdJ W -*np-

n*i*ianoe satellites. Additional data on weather 
over Soviet territory * *d peripheral areas are pro
vided by grcurtd tensors, balloons, and aerial r«xin-
rwilssance, Moreover, during peacetime, worldwide 
weather d *H are exchanged by the developed coun-
Iries. Compared to SorieMcguEred data, though. 
this inforaiatkin generally has reduced usefulness 
for Open ocean and underdeveloped areas, and is 
not always timely. More ipnportarifly, during con
flict, when (he exchange of weather data pre
sumably wquld be interrupted, the Soviets would 
be much more dependent on their own meteor
ological wteHires far weather data over hostile 
territory and open ocean areas. 

96. Wc judge that ihe USSR would suffer only 
slight degradation today if these spacecraft were 
not available, fa conflict situations, the degradation 
rises to moderate. We expect Hi* degradation to 

basically -unchanged for the foreseeable 
future. 

F. Gaoderfr. 

67, Since about 198a, the Soviets have been 
gathering a limited amount of geodetic data, using 
mensuration techniques on imagery from their 
photographic reconnaissance satellites;. This effort 
has been worldwide, but the emphasis has been 
on collecting data over the- US. The Soviets havn 
also gathered geodesy-related data through the 
optical trading of Soviet and non-Soviet satel
lites—in part, tinder international cooperative pro
grams, 

99- bi 196̂ 6, the Soviets began launching geodetic 
satellites to improve their overall effort in geodesy 
and gravimetry. These spacecraft have many char
acteristics similar trj the naval support satellites, 
but now arc in orfadS* about 750 tan high. These 
orbits allow extensive tracking from the Northern 
Hemisphere, where Soviet 1CBM launch sites and 
nearly all ICBM targets are located. The orbits also 
provide several opportunities each day for ob- " 
servations to be made on the same revolution from 
hoth the USSR and North America. 

m 
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10J, Geodetic satellites probably Are intended 
to provide impeoved worldwide geodetic foforrna-
tinn and to improve gravimetric and geodetic 
model* of the earth, The mart significant applica
tion. of these dab E* lo htcrease (he accuracy of 
strategic ballistic missiles, W-n believe the Soviet 
geodetic effort, primarily based On these satellites, 
could! yield earth models with positional accuracies 
oF about 10-IS meters. 

101. We judge the USSRi Overall dependence 
oil these spacecraft today So be moderate in peace
time And low in crises and conflicts (sec Table 9 ) , 
By 1985 this dependence probably will not change. 
Geodetic satellite! are used to jeflne knowledge 
about the earth's shape and field of gravity. These 
data of few die establishment of an accurate geodetic 
grid of the earth's Surface, liud. thereby reduce 
errors in delivery of (one weapon. There is no 
other way to paif orm these tails to the necessary 
degree* of aeewMy, Thtt it * long-range, fesearch-
oriented effort which has soma key military sppli-
citrons, such is for missile targeting,, but U not 
always time-sensitive. The support provided by 
geodetic satellites is cumulative and much of the 
required data cotlectiort and arulyjli almost cer
tainly has already been accomplished, Little prac
tical support of this type could be provided by 
non-jpace fyst&ns, but practically any near-earth 
spacecraft—Soviet or US—could be tracked to 
provide some of this Support. 

TABLE 4 

Amman! SnvidL DepoiJ»«/Degrit!i[Lorj. 
Cmfctlt&tellMcf 

PsMetime &Wl GanEbct 

1915 . . Moderate/slight Low/Sllfl* Lew^Sllghi 
IMS . M H t n t e / S l i i t t Low/Sliglii Ln^S l i fh t 

JCZ. We judge that the USSR would suffer only 
slight degradation If tires* spacecraft were not 
Iviilftble. Ttie impact of die satellites' absence, al
though very small at the beginning, would grow 
slowly. We believe that between now and 1965, 
M the Soviets push for improved accuracies of their 
Strategic ballistic missiles, the overall impact of 
[he unavailability of these satellites could rise. 

G, Cal ibrat ion^ "~\ 

i03, The Soviets oifcit two types of satellites to 
calibrate^. " j radar systemsr" 

\ One type of radar 
calibration satellite has been used since the mid-
1560s, A new, more versatile type of jatellite, first 
launched in mid-1074, also is used for radar calibra
tion, £ 

r ^ 

L J 
106, We judge the USSB to be highly dependent 

on the radar calibrathHi spacecraft (sec Table 10). 
There is no adequate substitute for this spaccCraf l-
ThEj level of dependence for the calibration satel
lites will still cjiist in 19851"* 1 

n 
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Table 10 

Galionlcd SavLel Depend cutcl OejrjirT-iiisii .> 
Cal ibrat ion^ ^ J _ 

C*libn[wr> 
HJIS 

FWttiUn* 

||i,hl'5Hj>U 

Crini 

Hichf5l.**J 

OnmnifL 

Highi'Siirtj 

3 
1 

107. We fudge that t l i* USSR " o u H S " ^ ocJV 
slight degradation jf these spacecraft went not 
a™i»i»i*.r" 

i^C 

H, Olher Ne™v Missiom arid Uses 

109. Between now and 1985 wc cxp«t the So-

vielS to introduce advanced versions O* many, atid 

perhaps most, of the typei of satellite! they mow 
operate. The Soviets will likely consider certain 
new types of satellites to provide additional sup
port to their mOtory and tnteJIigence capabilities, 
such is a high-altitude spacecraft to collect com-
niunicahons InteUigcnC* (GOM1NT), 

110. The Soviet Wi ld be IftvestigflUflf the use 
of sp*ee-based •weapons using laser*. The concriv-
•ble uses of such weapons incJode satellite nega
tion, destruction of higii-iltitude bombers or com
mand posts, or ballistic missile defense, the Soviets 
could develop a space-baied, I H « antisafellite 
system by th« mid-15flusi The other wacarvable: 
USES of spac^based laser weapon! would present 
extremely difficult technical problems. We consider 
it very wdikriy that the Soviets could solve those 
problems and develop a usable Satellite by 130S-

111. The Soviets *ow have the capability to 
Introduce a spice system for various types of 

•SIC1NT collection. We are. not aware that they 
intend to do so, but we think that some typa of 
high-altitude SIC INT System will become very 
attractive. 

I l l A radar imagery satellite could provide tha 
Soviets information on bay intelligence targets 
Independent of weftlher and lighting conditions. 
The technology developed (or die T*dar ocean 
reconnaissance faleflite, however, would provide 
only vary limited help to the Soviets in the de
velopment of a radar Hflagery satellite- This tech
nology is elementary in comparison with that re
quired for an imaging, synthetic: aperture radar, 
We are therefore doubtful that the Soviet will 
ba capable of introdTiierng juch a satetlite by 1985. 

I l l Other spice systems the Soviets may he 
researching to support military *nd intelligence op
erations include those for; 

— detection And traelring of submarines: and 

— detection and tracking of latga aircraft, such 
as bombers and airborne command posts. 

We consider it highly uriuady that by V3B5, the 
Soviet* wiU hive space system! in. bring to per-
lorm these functions because of the entreiM tech
nical difficulties involved. 

?*• 
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L Gaps In Knowledge 

114. Oux nssesSmentf of Soviet *pie# system* 
l i e based on objective evidence of. Soviet - space 
activities, an our understanding of general Soviet 
technical capabilities. And On Cur perceptions of 
what system* the Soviet* Regard. as valuable. The 
subject! about which uw have tha least informa-
tiHjti have to da with future space systems and their 
missions and uses. 

115. The following Are key gap* in our knowl-
edge * about current Soviet space systems: 

r n 

Elumnitiort of these gaps would improve sigai-
ficafldy GUT understanding of the Soviet space 
effort as A whole- direct knowledge of substitute 
ways to perform the functions of space ivstcnis 
could alter Our assessments about the USSR's d-a-
pendeftce on space systems, 

ML SOVrET SPACE SYSTEM DEFENSES 

A. Aworeness 

lift. The USSR almost certainly is aware of all 
the: more fundamental ways to provide a defense 
for. or protect, its space iyitems. And ws suspect 

r~ 3 

that the USSfVi interest It. defending its gwn space 
systems, at well as in the research to be able 
to do so, has stemmed at least In part from Soviet 
perception of US antisaldlite reseaTch and devel
opment activities. 

117. The Soviets have indicated their aware
ness of same of the older US development pro-
grains for an antisarellite capability, iwch U Project 
•922, The Soviets probably are aware that the US 
doe* not presently nave a dedicated, operational 
satellite intercept system. They may believe or be 
concerned, however, that the US will hive a dedi
cated capability to interfere with Soviet space sys-
terns in, the neit five to ten year*. They may credit 
the Spartan ABU missiles at Grand Forks, North 
Dakota, with a potential capability to intercept 
some Soviet tateHitei now. Thus, the Soviet; al
most certainly have had sufficient: stimulus to sup
port research into the entire spectrum of defensive 
tectmirjoes for fatalities. 

US- The Soviets already have done research into 
tome of these techniques^ 

"\cported his involve
ment in the early ISTfts in an investigation of ttrS 
use of artificial plasmas around a spacecraft to 
reduce die satellite's signature to a radar. One 
clear indicator of Soviet interest In antisatelllte 
eounteimeasures is in unclassified 1971 publication 
which discusses sophLiticatcd concept! for atttS-
satellite systems. The. report Includes postulated 
future US orbital intercept systems for die def
init ion Of satellites, is well as their neuDraliiatlon 
{through optical blinding, jamming of up-and-dnwn 
links, etc)'. This publication alsodisCu&es explicitly 
the now-defunct US SOS. 437 and SHE direct-ascent 
intisatcffite programi-"1 Also mentioned *rt the 
countenrleasures available to a target to prevent 
acquisition, such is maneuvering, deployment of 
decoys, and interference with a radar sensor through 
electronic countcnrveasuresL It can be inferred from 
the discussion of various postulated attacks by US 
satellites an Soviet spacecraft that detailed thought 

'" Then prep*"1* ™«™- F[Oject i J7—th* US .Air Foffle-
Sr^iWfcd, BuJflu-Qppfcd Tbai miuiSe ml foanrijm Idiftd, 
Ficilk foeM: Pnitort SOJ—til* US AnKyxpomnred, nu-
d u r - l i i ^ Spartan ABM raLxlL* Hft XmjdEin, focifir: 
O H U I ; ind tvtitmt BS2—Hit US Air f"e««-W«U«Ho' it-
i^lopmtrtt of i ntH-Jiuclioj wailieid for lite ~I\ia miHilt. 
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has been given to » variety cF defensive counter 
measures For satellites coming undor attaeL 

JU91- The Soviets must ftl» have investigated -die 
vulnerabilities oF spacecraft during the development 
and testing oF their own orbital satellite interceptor. 
Th i l research undoubtedly made the Soviets nwiie 
gf the ways that such vulnerabilities can. be re
duced or overcome, but we do nut know the devils 
of Stteh, research. 

B, CapabrltlieS 

120. Despite the foregoing, we art not aware 
that the LFSSR has h-ic, or now ha*. any on-going 
programs specifically intended to provide defenses 
for its spacecraft- Over the l(Ut ten years. however, 
we have seen the Soviet* introduce A number of 
spacecraft hiving characteristics that provide lit 
least some rotiaf ent protection. But we do not know 
whether they have any significant overall eapahility 
to defend their satellite! beyond (heir inherent 
designs, Moreover, we are not able Co define Ihe 
specific situations against which tie Soviets antici
pate the need tr> us*, or rely upon, any defensive 
or protective capabilities their space systems might 
actually possess. 

E a r i n g Features 
I f i l , Even though OUT knowledge of specific 

protective measures [s spsrje. it is usrFul 14 identify 
-some defensive features of current and past Soviet 
space systenti. These features are either inherent 
in the technical design fff the spacecraft or were 
deliberately incorporated. although it is not cteir 
that th* purpose was prOl*CtloiL These features are 
presented below in what wc assess to be their 
degree of protection for the Soviets. 

r 
i j 

i 

J 
BufJty cud ititfk-tl&tned conttructipn provid
ing fyrotecllon for the sat«l!ite against radia
tion and debris of a nuclear detonation, the 
pelleti of a non-nuclear warhead, or laser 
radiation. The USSR has a different Approach 
to np±ce systems design from that of the US, 
For various (echnnlnf^cal reasons, the Soviet 
Union has produced bulky, th.ick-sldn.ned 
spacecraft which are relatively unstjphisti-

•16 
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th.ick-sldn.ned


cated. They are sealed and pressurized *fjth 
a controlled internal environment. fo contrail, 
the US generally develops thin-sldniud, tela-
lively sophisticated, and vacuum-Certified 
spacecraft. Although it nuy be inadvertent, 
Soviet design preferences result in a degree 
of protection (hat lift US systems do Hot have, 
particularly against thermal and laser radia
tion, and electromagnetic pube. M H I Soviet 
photographic reconnaissance firethr.es arc also 
thermally and mechanically "hajdencd" for 
reentry. This technical design feature more 
than hfcely provides these tatcHitei wilh i 
further degree of prttecfion. 

— Manddixjro&iitiy if the capability to change 
the orbit of trua satellite by the use of a propul
sion subsystem, Thia capability can be used to 
malte corrections lor t ie drag effects ef the 
atmosphere, to remove the satellite from orbit, 
or to evade an interceptor. Changing a satel
lite s orbit, makes tracking of the spacecraft 
me'e difficult, which En turn males ft mwe 
difficult to predict where tie satellite wilt 
be and thus to intercept it. Maneuvers are 
not likely to be effective against electronic 
interference. A number of type* of Soviet 
spacecraft with military or intelligence sig
nificance Lave a- maneuvering capability. 
These are the high-resolution photographic 
reconnaissance satellites, die radar ocean re
connaissance spacecraft, the Salytrt 3 space
craft. all of die Molniya comnruDdearJorrt relay 
satellites, and spacecraft in geostationary orbit 
W c believe that these satellite! have this ma
neuvering capability in order to perform their 
missions better, and not for defemtve purposes 
as such, 

— Multiple iatelliits, providing a capability for 
having: a Jarge number of sateuilei ettler in 
Orbit, in- on the ground available for hunch. 
In terms of redundancy and sheer numbers, 
some types of Soviet satellite Systems have 
this meagre of indirect defense, This B par
ticularly true of communications relay and! 
photographic reccmoaissajioe system. For a 
variEty of technical and geographic reasons, 
the USSR feeeps about 40 coninujilearioni 
.satellites active in orbit, including nearly IS 

Molnlyaj,]^ 

~^ The- USSR oould also be 
keeping older spacecraft lit * dormant conn 
dilivd'—in effect, maintaining tiknt spares. 
Moreover, the USSR uses about 3D photo-
graphic reconnaudanct satellites each year. 
There u one such spacecraft In Ofbit nearly 
all of the time, and there regularly art short 
periods of one Or two days when two or three 

are in orbit at once. The USSR has 
demonstrated several timej its caniEillity to 
launch a series of photographic reconmiiisucc 
satellites. have them cover selected areas, and 
recover the data so as to maintain a flow of 
intelligence data. As 4 cOnieqiienoe, were a 
Single Soviet photographic reconnaissance sat
ellite to become unavauabl^ the Impact almost 
surely would be slight; As a onuBflquence. even 
though we earlier demonstrated that the (JSSR 
now has varying degrees .of depeno'en™ on a 
number of military Or intelligence ipn:« sys
tems, the unavailability of any Orw satellite 
almost flatly would be ioconseojienEial, 

Potential Features 

r i 

firethr.es
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L 
Deterrence 

l£3. We do POt know la whit attest the Soviets 
rely upon deterrence u t, defense far their Own 
sateftftei. Deterrence, i.e., the threat of retaliation, 
depends; In put, on die existence of their non-
rvoclear capability to attack satellites in Orbit Or to 
attack the giOund-based systems that support fa^H. 
ities, such as control sites or cornrrnmicatians links. 
The Soviet! know that (be US ii aware of Soviet 
capabilities to intercept »t*l!lrej, and they prob
ably are confident that the US does net presently 
have i n open.tic.niLt satellite interceptor:. Thu*. the 
US5H might Conclude that its orbit*] interceptor 
does, in. fact, presently serve as a deterrent. 

154, In any case, the USSR bis two operational 
weapon! systems11 capable of Irtterceptirig and 
destroying satellite); 

— The orbital satellite interceptor known to be 
capable of non-nuclear attack against sarel-
u'tes in orbits of up to SSO rtrt altitude, and 
probably up to 2,500 run altrrude. (Both stfua-
tions include the Current booster. Widi a largo 
booster the interceptor could be used to aLtack 
geostationary satellites,) 

—-The Galosh missile* in the Moscow ABM sys
tem^ These arc capable of nuclear intercept* 
i t altitudes up to about SDO Tim. 

The two systems provide the USSR with an ability 
to respond, almost immediately in some cues, to 
any US interference with Soviet space systems. 

u m aptffxl device i | Gcmptci D, 
Ear* Shlf ln ttinilf! Test GuUa, wlikrli a diuusln la be i 
tiilfk-raarfy l » W with * ntbtvnvn cower output at 1 ^ H W , 
Tbii devfet rtpnunu • patcntM) ctBtUrti icifiut \srw-
•Ititudf US ulrlLtcf. At tudi. it k » could hive j deferra* 
effect an iiHifl>r*jKe nilfa Soviet JEececnA, 

-ws-utswr-™ 

Although these capabilitia snay not have been 
intended to perform a deterrent role, Ihey* in 
effect, do SO by requiring a would be attacker 
of Soviet spice system* to seriously consider them 
in its calculations. 

IIS- The LfSSfl may have plans—and conceiv
ably may have a capability—l* tnterfera with US 
space systern* by focusing on the groond'bajed 
elements which ana located outside the US. Such 
interference could be directed at command and 
control sites: or cocnmunicatjnns links, and might 
take the form of direct attack, sabotage, attacks 
by local populations, or political pressure on the 
host government Do reduce or close the tiles- It 
the Soviets had any such capability, they would 
be likely to try to exploit It when necessary. And. 
thus, any such interference capability Could l l*te 
a deterrent effect once the US became aware of iL 

C. Oullooh 

IBS, We do not know what paths the USSR will 
follow in providing dedicated defenses for its own 
satellites or, in fact if the Soviets wilt do anything 
more thafl they have done so far. We know that they 
are aware of US interest in the subject, and un
doubtedly they wilt continue to follow US devel
opments. Trie Soviets can expand the use of cxirt> 
ing, inherent protective feature*, or intnoduce some 
of the additional ways of defending satellite* if they 
want to, We believe that the Soviet* v,vtild almost 
certainly do so if they saw the US embark on the 
development and deployment of a satellite intercept 
capability. 

IV. PROSPECTS FOR SOVIET INTERFERENCE 
WITH US SPACE SVSTEMS 

A. Retrospect 

1ST. Soviet attitudes about the uses of space and 
space reconnaissance Systems have undergone Some 
changes during the last IS yean. Initially, the USSR 
maintained that re»rjnftiB«nce from space wa* 
merely another form of espionage and, as luch, was 
illegal. By about IWH. however, when the Soviets 
had achieved a significant sateltlte reconnaissance 
capability of their own, their attitude began to 
change, For example, during tire negotiation* which 
led to the 1967 treaty governing the peaceful uses 

open.tic.niLt
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of outer Space." the Soviets avoided raising satellite 
reconnaissance Ac An fame. This w u Hit first con
crete sign that they had corns tip accept space-bAsec! 
reconnaEssa.nCe as an important and neceuftEy na
tional function. It is now enshrined in acceptance 
by the Soviets of "naticiwl technical meant' of veri
fication—which include* ipace-bwed reconnais
sance systems. Thau means are a fundamental ele
ment of Che ABM Treaty " and the Interim Agree
ment on Offensive Missiles; and will be included 
in my subsequent strategic arms limitation! {SAL) 
acconds. The Soviets probably do not regard US 
nOn-reconnalssMce, military support satellites as 
"nations] technical meant" <jf verification protected 
by Che provisions of these agreement*; 

1S&. The Soviets have expressed concern pub
licly about direct-bnMdcaxt satellite*, particularly 
those that the US might UK, Although the USSR 
has the capability to build such f aldtites of its own 
fit indicated recently its intent to establish: * similar 
domestic system^the Stationar-r), we thiol tt 
realized long, ago that it it quite vulnerable to the 
internal political impact of these satellites, These 
spacecraft can transmit television or radio programs 
directly (o listeners wlllrtu! routing. through a 
ground station. The Soviets have focused on the 
patrntLaJ of these satellite? to relay what they call 
"offensive or Illegal' information, to listener! inside 
the USSR. The USSR has stated before the UN 
that it reserves the, right to take action against 
such satellites. While it has tonrd down subsequent 
statements of [Ms issue since 1973, the USSR's posi
tion has not changed significantly, 

ft. The Present Situation and Prospects for ihfr 
Near Term 

129. Present Soviet attitudes toward noninterfer
ence with US space systems result from an amalgam 
of political and other factors, fa addition to the 

11 The 19ffT Icaiy [<mmi die *^es^l|J* teti^tica eF 
nations Lt the (JfikjurFon-iod i£R rf WtUt Spate, mchdine 
the moon end eflier celedial untie*. It l b s Mir iddctsi 
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overall dependence of tha Soviets on space sys
tems, they include detente and the US-Soviet politi
cal and military relntirxtrflin. the related matter 
ol obligations Under the SAL agreements, the essen
tially unprotected nature of Soviet Sp&cc systems, 
theSo^ict assessment ofthe level of US dependence 
an its space systems, and Soviets' view of the US 
ability and wilt to respond to any interference On 
their pari; Each of the factors is dynamic and would 
acquire different significance over time. The net 
effect 10 date of all of thera, however, is de facto, 
and mutual, noninterference. 

130, The most important jwfitfeoi factor at pres
ent ft the impact that .Interference would have 
on Soviet-US detente. The Soviets probably reckon. 
that detente would not survive- an attack on a US 
spacecraft, *n& it might not even survive TJS detec
tion of sporadic, covert cLcctronic or [asar inter
ference with its space systems. Moreover, the USSR 
undoubtedly ieco£irizes that physical interference 
with US intelligence collection satellities would be 
inconsistent with its obligations under the SAL 
agreements. It probably understands that any di
rect attempt to prevent the US from using Its fpace 
systems to gather intelligence on Soviet strategic 
programs, would constitute so serious a violation of 
these agreement! that it could only be justified 
hy as effort to disrupt the established US-Soviet 
political and military relationship. The USSR prob
ably realizes that such action would be so inter* 
prcted by fhe US, 

131. Perhaps the most important of the other 
factors is the USSR's overall dependence on space 
systems in general, and space reconnaissance sys
tems in particular. As shown earlier in this paper. 
the USSH is deeply conunltted to the use of space 
systems, particularly for Intelligence collection. This 
commitment, illustrated by the number of launches 
annually, grew to about Its current level in the 
mid- to late 196%, and has been rising more slowly 
in the ISTQs. Given their dependence on these 
systems now and what will be greater dependence 
on these and other systems in the future, the Soviets 
will be reluctant to undertake any actions that could 
Jeopardize them-

13H. T|»e generally enprotected nature of the 
USSR's Own space systems is a factor tint probably 
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also weighs against Soviet interference. Moscow 
surety takes into account the possibility of i leverc 
US reaction to a Soviet attack On US space systems, 
Or I* some l«Str form of Soviet interference. This 
Soviets presumably **Ould expect the"U5 response 
to include something other than a physical aJttaclt 
on Soviet satellites, however, since (hey know the 
US docs not now have a specific imd dedicated 
capability for this purpose. 

133. Another factor is the Soviet Assessment of 
the lend of US dependence en Its space systems. 
The Soviet* undoubtedly perceive that t ie US relies 
upon its space systems eitensively fof a variety 
of military and intelligence tasks, And the Soviets 
may be aware that substitutes for space systems 
do not exist in some cases. 

134. Despite these considerations, we believe 
there is still some small chance that the USSR 
might engage in activity that could appear to the 
US' as interference, ft is conceivable that a Soviet 
laser tracking device while tracking a Soviet space
craft might dune inadvertently on a US satellite. 
Moreover, if the Soviets were to test a ground-
based imaging radar against satellites, including 
US vehicles, the energy fiom such a system might 
affect US spacecraft and appear to be interference. 

135. We cannot entirely exclude (he very small 
chance that for all space systems—even those pro
tected by formal agreements—the Soviets -would 
conduct activities' that are truly acts of interference. 
Such activities undoubtedly would be conducted in 
great secrecy. We are net certain we always would 
recognize such acts it they -were done DO a very 
limited basis, but we believe we would recognize 
such acts if they numbered more than a few* 

Crisis Or Conflict 

13S, The USSR's position in a crisis or conflict 
will be influenced by some of the same factors that 
*re relevant in peacetime. Their net effect probably 
would be that the Soviets would reftaln from 
interfering with US space systems until such time 
as die USSR perceived its vftal interests to be at 
stake. Specifically, US (pace systems likely would 
remain immune to Soviet Interference Until such 
time as the. Soviets believed thai their military 
action? would be compromised by US Spate recon

naissance systems, or the Soviet military position 
was judged to be undercut by US Satellites directly 
Supporting US weapon systems. Below this thresh
old, US military ox intelligence satellites almost 
Certainly would be safe until fhe Soviets believed 
the US had taken prior action against Soviet space 
systems, 

137. There is a small possibility that the Soviets 
might use interference with a US or NATO space 
system in a crisis situation as a test of US resolve, 
As such, it could be a positive, though not decisive, 
step in the escalation toward conflict with the US, 
If the Soviets took such a step, they might do SO 
first on a satellite not owned by the US. The po
tential danger for the Soviets is that the US might 
not recognize die interference Emmecllately and, 
thus. US inaction might unintentionally mislead 
theffl, 

C Long-Term Pretsoecls 

130. The prospects far standoff through 1985— 
whether in peacetime, crisis, or conflict—take into 
account the some **t of factors. Among tbexn, So
viet: dependence on space systems is Sure to change 
significantly, As discussed in Section [ I , it will 
grow during this period, The impact of this growth, 
assuming no significant change in fhaoelimo pf 
the other factors, probably will be to make the 
Soviets even more reluctant to undertake actions 
that could put their own space systems nt risk 
Moreover, this growth will increase Soviet desire 
10 ensure- the unimpeded use of space, particularly 
for military and intelligence activities. However, vre 
believe that the degree of Soviet dependence on 
space systems we have forecast for the nest ten 
years is not by itself high enough to deter them 
from interfering with, US satellites in the face of 
other compelling reason to da SO. 

139- The other factors that could lead us to 
reconsider these judgments include: 

— a Soviet perception of a widening gap between 
what the US and the USSR gain from space 
systems; 

— a Soviet perception of development of a US 
space system that provided Support in a way 
whLcht in A crisis or conflict situation, would 
bo extremely dkadvinlageous to the Soviets; 
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— a Spviet bdief that bV US was unwilling, or 
totally unableh |o interferes effectively with 
Soviet Space systenu; 

— Soviet acquisition of additional, and more 
effective capabilities to Interfere with US 
space systems; 

— the introduction hy the Soviets of means or 
countering, US interference, such as anti-fun 
feature; and wulervBcalc- encryption^ and 

— a Soviet unwillingness to discuss an agreement 
prohibiting interference, 

HO. While the growing Soviet dependence on 
space is * factor that contributes [o d* f*p!e non
interference., it also might contribute to a Soviet 
interest in a noninterference agreement ft may 
have played this role already, since i t * USSR is 
at least somewhat interested in the general topic 
of noninterference with space systems. At Geneva 
in May 1979, Yuri JGoIosov of the Soviet Ministry 
of Forctgn Attain delivered a speech to the UNs 
Outerjpacc Committee suggesting that the com. 
•nittoe might wish to examine noninterference with 
space systems. There has been no evidence, how
ever, of Soviet attempts to follow up this, proposal. 

H I , The USSR might view negotiations toward 
soma sort of agreement On noninterference as a 
useful means of buttressing detente. White any 
such agreement would hava to be acceptable to 
the Soviets on its own merits, wc would expect 
them to portray the possibility of a noninterference 
agreement, publicly and privately, as a ridriforce< 
menl of detente, even if that were Co be, in fact, 
much leu important than the technical coroidera-
tioni and benefEIj. 

I *L W e conclude that the prospects seem favor
able that the USSR would be willing to participate 
in negotiations toward a formal noninterference 
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agreeent, including some and perhaps nearly all 
spice systems. {Given the Soviets' position 00 direct 
broadcast satellites, if they could not achieve an 
Agreement limiting the use of such spacecraft, 
through the UN for example, Jt Is very unlikely 
that they would want these satellites included in 
a noninterference agreement,) The rationale for 
Sovfct participation: could include the technical 
information they might gain during such negotia-
time, although, they would have to expect to pro-
vide at least iome information on their own Systems, 
The existence of the Soviet orbital interceptor oould 
have an effect on the USSR's attitude toward a 
nanintefferen.ee agreement. The Interceptor could 
stimulate the Soviets to seek *n agrceent that might 
prevent the US from developing or deploying a 
similar system, 

M* If the US coeimitt itself to develop or deploy 
its Own satellite intercept system, Soviet interest 
in the subject oF noninterference—such as » formal 
agreement—might rise sigificantly. A major Soviet 
i>b[ective would be shutting off (he US effort, either 
by dl/ee! prohibition or by undercutting the US 
rahnnaTe for its system, 

144. We Suspect that any negotiations toward 
juth an agreement would last several years and 
would be technically, if not polJrJfsDy, difficult. 
The following specific features of any potential 
agreement probably would be among those the 
Sonets would find most ippeahriR: 

— positive. protection of key Soviet systems; 

— barring US development or deployment of 
anti-satel lite systems; 

— A focus on subsets of space systems^ 

— limited duration; and 

— bilateral. 
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